An Introduction to Religion and Ethics Eduqas AS Knowledge Organiser:
Theme 3C: Fletcher’s Situation Ethics - Application
Key concepts:
■ Joseph Fletcher’s approach to issues regarding sexuality
was not really specific to any issue. He wrote in a
historical context when homosexuality was illegal and
before polyamorous relationships were under ethical
scrutiny.
■ Fletcher presented an academic paper ‘Sex offenses: an
ethical view’ in 1960 arguing that the Church had ‘a very
confused and inconsistent’ approach in dealing with some
forms of sexual activity but not others.
■ He considered teachings about sex and homosexuality
given by the Anglican Church as dated, inconsistent,
hypocritical and socially and legally unjust.
■ Treating people with prejudice and discrimination on
account of their sexuality was in Fletcher’s view neither
legal nor Christian. Unreliable and controversial views
about wrongdoing or ‘sin’ should never shape the law.
■ Fletcher argued that the private actions of individuals
should not be the subject of laws nor determined
by religious ethical positions. The only moral issues
concerning sexuality were those of prejudice and
discrimination.
■ Since only public actions that impact upon the personal
freedom of others should be determined by law
and subordinate to ‘the social or public interest – to
neighbour-concern’, Fletcher concluded that laws about
sexuality should be restricted by three criteria: the age of
consent; infringement of public decency; acts involving
assault, violence, duress or fraud.

Key quotes:
Applying Fletcher’s principles to homosexuality and
polyamorous relationships
■ Fletcher’s view was that sexual relationships were a
matter of personal freedom governed by the rule of
concern for neighbour.
■ Fletcher viewed ideological ethical debates about
sexuality as absolutist and refused to speak of good, evil,
right and wrong in response to them.

“Society has a right to protect itself from danger
within and without, and not to force a monistic and
monopoly standard of personal conduct.” (Fletcher)
“There is some boundary between personal
existence and the social membership. There is
some range for private choice and personal taste. ”
(Fletcher)

■ Whether homosexuality, or indeed any other type of
relationship, was good/ right or bad/wrong depended
upon the situation, not an absolutist position.

“What sex probably needs more than anything is a
good airing, demythologizing it and getting rid of
its mystique-laden and occult accretions.” (Fletcher)

■ Fletcher held that the religious approach to relationships
should be whether or not ‘love is fully served’. In other
words, any type of sexual relationship should have equal
treatment in relation to the agapeic principle of Situation
Ethics, namely, that ‘love is fully served’. Views about
sexual relationships are private and not the remit of
‘social or public interest’ or ‘neighbour-concern.’

“Whether any form of sex (hetero, homo or auto)
is good or evil depends on whether love is fully
served.” (Fletcher)

■ The principle of agape supports any relationship as
long as: (1) what is done in private or public does not
contravene legal rights of personal freedom; and, (2) that
it does not offend public decency or the social dimension
of ‘neighbour concern’.
■ Any such relationship according to the agapeic principle
cannot contradict Christian teaching. Any relationship
should be relative to the four working principles: specific
situation (relativism), practical (pragmatic), personorientated (personable) and driven by faith in the
principle of agape (positivism). Any relationship should
support the basis of agapeic concern for ‘neighbour’ as
outlined in the six fundamental principles: love is the only
good, love is the ruling norm of Christianity, love equals
justice, love for all, loving ends justify the means and love
decides situationally.

Issues for analysis and evaluation:
Key arguments/debates
Some would see the priority of personalism over
against religious rulings as consistent with Jesus’
declaration that ‘Sabbath was made for man not
man for the Sabbath’. Others would side with William
Barclay, (Ethics in a Permissive Society) and see the
nature and function of the law as ‘the distillation of
experience’ that society has found to be beneficial.
Key questions
Is Situation Ethics too idealistic to be of any practical
use?
Does total freedom from religious rules mean ethical
anarchy?
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